JOB◆OPS

Designed for:

MAS 90
MAS 200

Designed for
These Industries:
CUSTOM MANUFACTURING/
JOB SHOPS

■
■
■
■
■
■

Woodwork
Cabinetry/Carpentry
Custom Exhibits
Store Fixtures
Metal Fabrication
Large Equipment
Manufacturers/Customization

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

■ Computer Installers
■ Network and Systems Integrators
SERVICE AND REPAIR

■ Equipment Refurbishing
■ Installation Service

“JOB◆OPS provides my clients the ability to
operate based upon their business needs.
My clients can build their internal systems
based on the manner they serve their
customer. The flexibility is incredible.”
– Jeff Buelow
Independent JOB◆OPS Consultant

JOB◆OPS, a graphical-based job
operations and production system, is
designed for organizations that need
to track real-time labor, materials,
purchases and other costs, while
monitoring the status of each job
throughout the production process.
Developed by Synergistic Software
Solutions, LLC, a division of BDO
Seidman, LLP, JOB◆OPS combines the
features of job costing, bill of materials
and manufacturing systems into one
powerful, cohesive module to help
companies effectively manage
resources and monitor expenses.
JOB◆OPS tracks most aspects of
a job in a real-time environment from
estimate to invoice. A work ticket is
launched from within the sales order,
providing a single place in which
components, labor and outside
services are encapsulated, helping to
eliminate the need to enter data
multiple times. Purchase orders for
components or subcontractors can be
launched from within a work ticket.
Dynamic real-time tracking of labor
and parts used means users can have
immediate access to the job’s
production status, profitability
and more.

and manufacturing software means
operations and financial information
can be readily available from a single
source.
Backed by a combination of trained
local consultants and Synergistic
Software Solutions’ national JOB◆OPS
service center in Minneapolis, the
JOB◆OPS solution includes support
services ranging from on-site systems

consulting, installation and hands-on
training to telephone support and
customization services. The goal of
Synergistic Software Solutions is total
client satisfaction.

Seamless integration with Best’s
award-winning MAS 90 accounting
See reverse side for list of features

Job◆Ops
F E AT U R E S

Job/Project Management

JOB◆OPS provides an easy way to manage resources and track the status of jobs by tracking
the production start dates, steps and activities during the process, and due dates, in addition
to staff assignments, material requirements and subcontractor activities, within one system.

Labor Force Supervision

Labor hours and dollars are dynamically tracked against budgeted amounts to help you
continuously supervise the labor force and assess productivity.

Purchasing Control

JOB◆OPS can cut purchase orders as you create work tickets, which allows purchases for
materials or subcontractors to be associated with a specific job. This helps you to buy only
what you need and have a single point for expediting purchases.

Inventory Assessment

JOB◆OPS tracks all parts required for a job. As you create work tickets, you can know what
parts you need and whether it is already in stock. The JOB◆OPS dynamic inventory feature
means inventory issues are recorded, rather than at the time of invoicing, providing proper
work in process accounting and accurate costing in a real-time environment.

Time Tracker

Time Tracker adds shop floor data functionality to JOB◆OPS, providing an interactive time
clock to be used directly from the shop floor to record labor and parts usage, as well as to
update a job’s status. Time is captured and posted to work tickets; this data can be updated
to the Payroll module and used for calculating and prorating overtime costs on jobs at the
end of a work week.

Bar Code Integration

Bar code integration is available to increase the accuracy and efficiency of data entry,
particularly from the shop floor.

Bill of Materials/Parts
Integration

Parts listings may be imported to work tickets from the MAS 90 Bill of Materials module,
a work ticket template or an ASCII file.

Quoting and Estimating

Work tickets may be created on quotation orders, allowing you to model pricing to help meet
desired profitability.

Scheduling and Capacity
Planning

The JOB◆OPS optional scheduling module can provide a greater level of production schedule
control, helping you to assess all work in the queue, see what can actually be accomplished,
and proactively manage your production capacity. Finite and infinite capacity planning
models are supported in addition to forward and reverse scheduling and batch schedule
generation.

Serial Number Tracking

Items that have serial numbers, and are either made to order or sold from stock, can be
automatically tracked by the system. Rework or repair orders can be tied directly to a serialized
item, providing a repository of information organized by the serial number.

JOB◆OPS™ is a trademark of BDO Seidman, LLP and is sold through Synergistic Software
Solutions, LLC a wholly owned subsidiary of BDO Seidman, and is the designer and
publisher of the module described herein. MAS 90 and MAS 200 are trademarks of Best
Software, Inc., for the accounting software with which the module integrates.

Synergistic Software Solutions, LLC
(a division of BDO Seidman, LLP)
Two Meridian Crossings
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